Four Seasons Resort and Club Dallas at Las Colinas
Debuts Texas’ First SnappyScreen, The World’s First
Touchless Sunscreen Application System
Hotel guests now have an opportunity to try a new, easy and effective alternative to
manual application of sunscreen
July 20, 2017, Dallas, U.S.A.

Nothing says summer like a relaxing lounge by the pool, but the intense sun poses a serious threat to skin
health, making sunscreen a necessity for any outing. For this reason, Four Seasons Resort and Club
Dallas at Las Colinas has installed Texas’ first SnappyScreen at Agave Pool & Bar, the main Resort pool,
to make the time consuming application of sunscreen a snap. The SnappyScreen, developed by Cornell
University alumnus Kristen McCllelan, showcases a sleek design and an exciting way to protect the skin
while enjoying fun in the sun.
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Where efficiency meets luxury, the SnappyScreen is a weather resistant pod that spins guests on a platform
while dispersing a fine mist that completely covers them with sunscreen from head to heel in just 10
seconds. The uniquely designed spray nozzles eliminate uneven tans and reduce the risks of sunburn and
skin damage. The SunStyles sunscreen is free of alcohol, parabens, and dyes and is 100 percent safe for all
clothing, making hands free sunscreen perfect for all outdoor activities.
The device is user-friendly for the whole family and includes a touchscreen interface and guided instructions
for every step of the process. The SnappyScreen offers sunscreen with SPF 15, SPF 30 and SPF 40 to
accommodate tanning enthusiasts and swimmers alike. The machine also offers settings for individuals
under and above five feet (152 centimetres) tall to ensure maximum height customisation and coverage. In
addition, Four Seasons Resort Dallas provides disposable eye protection and hair caps to complete the
service.
The SnappyScreen turns a parent’s headache into a fun, fast and safe experience for kids of all ages. The
machine is complimentary for all guests at Four Seasons Resort Dallas. Click here for more information
about the SnappyScreen and other pool amenities.
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